Cumulative pregnancy rates after four embryo transfers of either fresh or frozen embryos.
To evaluate in the modern era of in vitro fertilization (IVF) cumulative probability of pregnancy for the first four embryo transfers (ET) irrespective of whether the embryos were fresh or frozen. Retrospective review over a 2 1/2 year period. Cumulative probability of pregnancy for four consecutive cycles of either fresh or frozen ETs divided into four age groups. The cumulative clinical and viable pregnancy rates after four ETs were 92% and 88%; 87% and 82%; 83% and 69%; and 68% and 52% for age groups <30, 30-34, 35-39, and 40-44. The cumulative rates decline with age. Pregnancy rates per transfer for the first four ETs regardless of age are similar even in IVF centers that emphasize frozen ETs.